LEADERS WORTH
FOLLOWING
TEACHING LEADERS TO OPTIMISE
BUSINESS RESULTS BY CONNECTING
CULTURE TO STRATEGY, THROUGH
PEOPLE’S PERFORMANCE

Company culture has proven to be eight times more
influential to business performance than strategy, yet most
business leaders do not understand culture or know how to
lead and inspire a culture to high levels of performance.

LET’S CUT
TO THE CHASE
We know you have read multiple books and attended dozens of leadership
programs already, so we won’t waste your time repeating the same old stuff
to you here.
What we would ask you to consider is whether despite all the leadership
development progress you have made, have missed learning the
one vital aspect of leadership capability that will make all the difference?
Were you ever taught how to lead a company culture?
“Why would you need to learn to lead culture?” you ask. “Isn’t that H.R. or
the People and Culture team’s responsibility?” Yes, that’s true for
organisations with only average levels of performance.
But in high performance cultures, leaders lead the culture!
Why is that? Because those leaders know that research has shown culture is
eight times more influential to business performance variances than strategy!
If culture isn’t deliberately lead by the business leaders it’s almost certain
that the company culture will be misaligned with the business strategy.
When culture is misaligned with strategy, then people’s performance is
misaligned with strategic imperatives!
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Learn how to see and understand
culture, how it connects to &
influences strategy.
Learn why culture is the key determinant
in transforming a business.
Identify your own personal perspective of
culture that informs your expectations of
culture and how to contribute to curating
the culture.
Learn why & how leading culture differs
from leading a team or the business and
why this matters to your influence on
performance.

2. PERFORMANCE
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The Leaders Worth Following program is delivered in four parts
as outlined below. Each part builds awareness and the ability to
embody the key components required of a leader to elevate and
stabilise culture. It also equips leaders with the willingness and
capacity to curate a connection between the culture and the
strategic direction of the organisation. The combined effect of
these four abilities inspires a high performance culture.
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HOW THE LEADERS
WORTH FOLLOWING
PROGRAM IS
STRUCTURED

STABILISE

3. POSITIONING

3 DAY WORKSHOP/ WEBINAR

3 DAY WORKSHOP/ WEBINAR

Learn why and how culture is the
source of your organisation’s
performance & clarify what this means
for you as a leader.
Learn how to evaluate business
performance as a culture dynamic.
Lean which aspects of cultures to lead
and when to do so to lift people’s levels
of performance.
Learn how and why subcultures in your
company culture are not only useful
but vital.

Learn to use communication
to shape and curate your company
culture.
Learn how to communicate business
information to a culture so that it is
quickly and easily understood and
implemented.
Learn the most common mistakes
leaders make in sharing their
messages across the business and
how to correct these.

4. PRESENCE
3 DAY WORKSHOP/ WEBINAR
Learn why a leader’s body language will
nearly always override the verbal
messages they share.
How to use body language to
empower others.
How to use body language to
communicate and demonstrate
authority.
How to use body language to soften
the blow of tough messages.
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WHEN LEADERS KNOW
HOW TO LEAD THE CULTURES
THEY OVERSEE, THE BENEFITS
TO THE BUSINESS ARE
SUBSTANTIAL

1.
3.
5.
7.
5

Deliberately led
cultures increase
people’s performance

Deliberately led
cultures align to
brand, increasing
customer experience
Deliberately led
cultures attract &
retain talent

Purpose led
performance
engagement

2.
4.
6.
8.

Deliberately led cultures are
twice as likely to achieve
their Strategic objectives

Deliberately led cultures
out-perform leaderless
cultures by over 500%
on the stock market
Deliberately led cultures
reduce business cost by
as much as 50%

Leaders who know how to lead
culture are trusted, respected and
followed by staff, 8 times more
than those that do not.

WHO IS THE
LEADERS WORTH
FOLLOWING
PROGRAM
SUITABLE FOR
•
•
•
•

All senior levels of organisational leadership
Second tier leaders
Recently promoted leaders
Up and coming talent being groomed
for higher leadership
• Department or branch managers
The program is ‘learner lead’ and combines
online study using our world-class blended
learning platform:
• Group and one-on-one webinar
participation and mentoring
• And/or workshop participation
(Covid permitting)
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“I highly recommend the Leaders Worth Following program. Learning from an anthropologist
what makes us all tick as human beings, was a real eye opener. It made me wonder whether
anyone in business can actually say they truly lead others, if they do not know and practice
in their daily work, what this program covers.”
Senior Executive Team Member, Canon Australia
“As a leader, culture is my highest priority. If you don’t have a highly connected and optimised
culture you’re not going to achieve the performance and results the business needs. Equipping our
business leaders with culture know-how has been a powerful addition in our capability to ensure
our culture is a high performing source of performance input which is fundamental to our success
at delivering our strategy.”
Nadine Tereora C.E.O

FIVE CLIENT
APPROVALS

“Wow. I feel as though someone has just removed blinkers from my eyes. I am seeing myself and my
people so differently now. The simple tips and suggestions offered on this program offer a real and
effective shift for leaders to understand what actually creates performance, followship leadership.
The program was worth twice what we paid for it…actually probably three or four times.”
Senior Leadership Team Member, Emerald Grain Australia
“I wish every leadership team in the world would complete this program. To be reminded what
really makes human beings tick and perform was a revelation. So much so I genuinely think
despite being in leadership roles for over 25 years I only now know what leadership actually
means and delivers. L.W.F. is a truly powerful and transformational development program that
will benefit not only the leaders who attend but the employees they are responsible for.”
Senior Leader, Banking Sector
“This program has made me truly realise and understand that leadership isn’t a title or
a position, but a way of being human in the workplace. Understanding what this means
and how it influences people performance at work, is the strength of this program.”
Senior Leader, Z Energy
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ABOUT MICHAEL HENDERSON
Anthropologists explore and reveal what it means to be
human in any setting, including a work environment. However,
understanding the very essence of this doesn’t appear to be
the top priority for most leadership development programs.
This is where The Leaders Worth Following program goes
where no other program has gone before.
Michael demonstrates that if you don’t know what it means to be human
then you are not leading anyone…including yourself.
“Knowing what makes human beings tick and understanding how to tap
into this powerful inner drive, transforms leadership from being cosmetic
to a deeply rewarding and humbling contribution to business performance,
employee fulfilment and customer delight.”
If this brochure has inspired you, please get in touch to discuss how the
The Leaders Worth Following program can add value to your business.

To talk to a friendly member of our team please call
+64 2182 6466 or email info@culturesatwork.com

